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The Right Hon. David Cameron    21st January 2014 
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LONDON 
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Dear Prime Minister 

You will be aware of the serious flooding across the UK and the impact that this has had on people’s 
homes and businesses. 

Oxford has suffered regular disruption in recent years due to flooding, and serious flood events are 
becoming increasingly frequent. 

We are writing to highlight the issues in Oxford which have particularly impacted the wider economy 
and to seek your support in progressing the Environment Agency’s flood alleviation scheme for 
Oxford and the specific scheme for the Oxford Western Conveyance. 

Good progress to minimise the impact of flooding and to protect homes has been made in recent 
years through the multi-agency Oxford Flood Partnership. The benefits of this partnership, and of the 
limited investment that has been undertaken, was demonstrated in the recent emergency in January 
2014. Fortunately, less than 100 homes have suffered from internal flooding. However, many more 
have experienced unusable toilets, loss of electrical supplies, submerged gardens and sleepless 
nights as people work to keep pumps going and monitor the rising water levels. There has, of course, 
also been widespread disruption to travelling and to businesses in the city. 

On this occasion, and in numerous previous events, the main roads into the city from the South and 
West have been closed for extended periods. As well as closing off two major routes into the city, 
many businesses along these routes have been forced to cease operations. Two of the park and ride 
operations, which are the backbone of the transport system for the city, have been closed. 

In addition to the impact on the roads, the main railway line through Oxford which links the City with 
London, Birmingham and beyond, and is a crucial crossing point for UK for the cross country service, 
has been closed. 

While the figures have yet to be quantified, the impact on the local economy has clearly been 
massive: businesses have stalled and travel plans have had to be abandoned. 

The Environment Agency’s Western Conveyance Plan is well developed and provides a viable long- 
term solution to the flooding problems that the city and neighbouring villages have experienced in 
recent years. This water ‘by-pass’ would effectively remove the threat to homes, travel and 
businesses and the burden on the local economy that these flooding incidents create. 

Councillor Bob Price 
Leader, Oxford City Council 
Direct Line: 01865 252354 
Fax: 01865 252256 
Email: cllrbprice@oxford.gov.uk 
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We seek your support in progressing this flood alleviation scheme for Oxford and the Oxford Western 
Conveyance. 

 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Councillor Bob Price 
Leader Oxford City Council 
 
 
 

 
Nicola Blackwood MP 
Oxford West & Abingdon 
 
 
 

 
 
Rt Hon Andrew Smith MP 
Oxford East 
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